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Note from the Director:
This month there is a great opportunity to see your teachers in action. The Snow production of “Pirates of Penzance” begins Feb. 19th and runs 20-21st and the 25th-28th. Curtain call is at 7:30 p.m. and it takes place at the Eccles Center for Performing Arts (music bldg.). Our teachers are performing in the pit orchestra. This is a great chance to show your child some of the varied things string players are called on to do, along with some fun entertainment. Seeing live music performed is one of the best ways to inspire and encourage a student to practice.

The calendar this month includes no early morning orchestra next week (Feb. 16-20th) and a Large Orchestra Rehearsal on Wed. 18th @ 6:00 p.m. at Snow. Our Suzuki Class will continue it’s normal M/W schedule, though, no classes will occur next Mon. due to President’s Day. I’ve also included a schedule below for the Suzuki Class in this newsletter.

On a side note, please let me know if anything isn’t running as smoothly as you would hope. From a teacher, to how a class is run, to how your instrument is working, or even how practicing is going, I want to know about it so I can help.

Keep up the good work!

-Sara Gunnell-

ON PRACTICE AND MOTIVATION

Many parents wonder how to keep their student positive about practicing. It truly is a constant roller coaster to keep students involved and working. No one wants practice time to turn into a battle. Here are some tips to help.

*Avoid negative reinforcement. Instead of saying things like “If you don’t practice then I’m going to______.” Say “I know it’s difficult to work so hard every day. However, what will happen if you don’t practice? What is it you really want to do?”

*Keep offering specific compliments to what your child is achieving. “That sounded good” is a little vague. “Your bow hold is looking exactly like you teacher wants” would be better.

*Make practicing as important as homework. If your child knows it is as important to you as the other tasks they have to do everyday they are more likely to value it and do it.

*Set up a record and reward system for practicing. (after 100 days of practice you can have_____ or I will take you _____)
How to keep your instrument in good working order.

* Keep it away from extreme changes of temperature (Don’t leave it in the car, in front of a radiator, or in direct sunlight for long periods of time)
* Regularly wipe off excess rosin and dirt from strings, fingerboard, and instrument.
* Always loosen bow when not in use and rosin about 1X per week.

* Try not to let the instrument rest on its bridge, even when in the case (it can break or fall down)
* Get new, replacement strings every year. Also, if a string unravels it’s time for a new string.
* If pegs stick or slip too much notify your teacher.
* Store instrument in a safe place (away from younger children and/or pets)

Up-coming Calendar

**Early Morning Classes**

Mon./Wed. Classes:
- Feb. 2, 4, 9, 11, 23, 25
- Mar. 2, 4, 16, 18, 30
- Apr. 1, 6, 8, 13, 15

Tues./Thurs. Classes:
- Feb. 3, 5, 10, 12, 24, 26
- Mar. 3, 5, 17, 19, 31
- Apr. 2, 7, 9, 14, 16

**Suzuki Class**
- Feb. 18, 23, 25
- Mar. 2, 4, 9, 11, 16, 18, 30
- Apr. 1, 6, 13, 20, 22

**Large Orchestra Rehearsals:**
- Feb. 18: 6:00 p.m.
- Mar. 11: 6:00 p.m.
- TBA. Dress Rehearsal
- TBA Concert

**Recital Dates:**
- April 21: 4:30 p.m.
- April 22: 4:30 p.m.